FLOORSIGHT &
SMARTALOCK
Integration of technology into furniture
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Open for check-in
Upon arrival at the desk, the employees check-in by
tagging their building access card or smartphone
on the Floorsight integrated desk puck.
Floorsense, an occupancy sensor, is installed under
desks and accurately tracks the presence of a
person at the workpoint.
For heightened control, an integrated power-relay
can also be installed, which disables the desk’s
power until a user has checked in at the workpoint;
providing very accurate usage data.
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Locating community
Once the employee has checked in, the reservation
system situates them on the virtual floorplan. This
enables colleagues to search for and locate oneanother for meetings or collaborative work.
Floorsight includes an unobtrusive yet visible
indicator-light for showing the desk’s status.
The simple traffic light system allows users to quickly
recognise free and reserved desks, along with users
that do not want to be disturbed.
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“Qi” wireless charger
Floorsight also includes both a “qi” wireless charger
(iPhone 8+ and Android compatible) and a fast
charging 2.1A USB charger for earlier devices.
Instead of paying for separate top-of-desk charging
outlets cluttering up the worktop, floorsight offers a fully
integrated solution.
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A space of one’s own
Floorsight also acts as a reservation system for smart
locker systems by Smartalock, combining best-in-class
locker hardware with the software.
Using smartphones, existing swipe cards or the locker
kiosk’s discrete touchscreen, employees are able to
reserve and access lockers. It also allows users to see
the office-occupancy floor plan and locate colleagues.
The Smartalock App allows employees to control both
their locker and desk allocation from a single
application.
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Birds-eye-view
Floorsight makes a web dashboard for both users
and administrators. This intuitive interface performs
both administrator operations while generating
simple analytics.
The operational interface presents the administrator
with a real-time floorplan, identifying free work points or
lookup where colleagues are located while obtaining
great insights into utilisation of space.
With this information, businesses can easily enforce
social distancing via desk lock-off which prevents users
working too close, helps users find recently sanitized
workpoints, and generates contact tracing reports
showing who has been working with whom. Any
workpoints marked by employees as needing
maintenance are also visible.

